
Since my Lyc O-360 is running so nice I decided to replace the cowl that had been designed for the 

Subaru and was much bigger heavier and more draggy than the standard would be. I built the Cozy Rear 

end and firewall standard but added material outside the OML to allow room for the Subaru. So all the 

structure including the NACA was there but buried inside. So to return to standard I needed to grind/cut 

away all the extra bumps and cut the firewall back to the right size. The main bumps were the top left, 

lower left and same on the right. And I had a large P-51 cooling inlet and a separate P-51 Oil Cooler 

scoop. So there is a substantial drag reduction now. My main motivation is to return the airplane to the 

standard Cozy configuration. Here are the before pictures 

P-51 Scoop   and P-51 Oil Cooler Scoop                    Rt Side View 

    

 

 

               Rear View                                            Buried NACA 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

After Grinding away all that, I loosely installed the new cowl to see what needed to be removed. 

           The bump is ground off but FW is not.                Here both bump and FW trimmed 

 

 

 

 

Top view of both upper bumps off                                               NACA Opened Up 



 

 

Then one of the biggest jobs is rebuilding the flanges around the perimeter to attach the cowl to the 

Turtleback, strake and wing 



 



I still have a lot of work to do, re-fit the baffling inside the cowl, diffuser, re-install the oil cooler, Fences 

to seal the baffles to the cowl, deflectors to direct air to cylinders 3 and 4. Repair the sheet metal on FW. 

And the Biggest of all fair the surfaces and prep for paint. Will it ever look pretty again??? How much 

faster will it be??? It will fly again in about a month but how will the cooling be??? 


